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ABSTRACT:The challenging and changing role of human resource practitioners from merely administrative 

functions must be focused thoroughly as how human resource should be practiced. As such, there is a need to 

carry out studies about training practice on security performance, specifically which would enhance the 

organizations. Sultan Ahmad Shah Airport has been selected for the purpose of this study. In-depth study on 

training practice must be highlighted to identify the current trends in human resource management.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Sultan Ahmad Shah Airport is a classification C homegrown air terminal situated at the focal point of 

Peninsular Malaysia. Beginning as a little air terminal with just 81 workers, the air terminal had the ability to 

deal with around 500,000 travelers every year (Tan, Chua, Tan, & Ooi, 2012). Nonetheless, in 2008, the air 

terminal was broadened and progressed into a global air terminal. This improvement expanded the air terminal's 

ability to acknowledge the enormous airplane and get more travelers. The new terminal presently gets a bigger 

747 airplanes and handles around 2 million travelers consistently (Choi & Duncan & Dickson, 2009). The 

primary factor adding to the expanded number of travelers was the air terminal being an alluring beginning stage 

for the Holy Land Mecca journey through Jeddah and Medina. Muslim travelers on the west bank of the 

Malaysian Peninsular specifically utilize this course as they do need to go through Kuala Lumpur (Article, n.d.). 

At this air terminal, interviews were led with four Line Managers and four job evaluators. Line 

Managers who partook in the meetings spoke to three principle units: tasks, fire and salvage administrations and 

security (Thompson & Kleiner, 2005). Then, job evaluators were spoken to by bosses from similar units, just as 

one help unit. 

 

II. TRAINING AND PERFORMANCE 
One of the significant contentions made by those for the training systems for air terminal security 

enveloping air terminal specialists is that such training will improve identification of sack or traveler screening 

and increment execution levels. This viewpoint finds a way into the overall ideal view that training updates 

execution however it additionally underlines a presumption that the training will likewise encourage rule 

consistence. In the field of security training, considers have indicated blended outcomes and are contingent on 

the kind of security task required just as how execution was estimated (Krausert, 2017). Undoubtedly, an audit 

of the restricted writing shows that by far most of such investigations have zeroed in on one essential security 

work task in air terminals, to be specific traveler stuff screening. For instance, in looking at the effect of denied 

thing discovery training for stuff screeners, one study indicated that training significantly affected location 

however especially on the non-search part of the looking through cycle, for example, identity document, 

acknowledgment, choice and reaction execution (Nurendra, 2018). 

This ascent in recognition likewise showed up in situations when just acquainting with the thing’s 

scanner work group pre-mediation objectives by chiefs. Others discovered approaches to build location in 

general group execution however it just endured during short intercessions (Nurochim, 2018). An uncommon 

longitudinal investigation of screeners over a 4-year time frame with rehashed estimates found that screener 

competency in identifying denied things in x-beam pictures of traveler sacks can be significantly improved 

through routine X-Ray Tutor(XRT) training (Torosyanet al., 2020). In any case, the studies didn't address if this 

had influenced all through of travelers, in such methods as though and how the association with a traveler had 

impact on the screener's dynamic, or in the midst of outrageous outstanding task at hand when time pressure 

turns into another significant. In another investigation of screening, the creators did experimental displaying of 
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potential factors that could influence screening execution and showed that the main factor is related with human 

resource, explicitly training. These blended outcomes plainly show the risky and clearly complex issue of the 

effect of training on security execution. 

III. JOB EXPERIENCE AND BACKGROUND 
One of the contentions to reinforce rule consistence depends on the supposition that training through 

experience with both the guidelines and conventions will prompt more noteworthy normalization through 

consistence. This may happen by being at the particular employment longer or being set with more experienced 

colleagues. The advance toward hands on training has a key supposition that monitoring the quick climate and 

confronting the truth of different circumstances and critical thinking will prompt better choices while keeping up 

rule consistence (Bobrikov, Ravochkin, Gorbacheva, & Jamous, 2019). Covered up in this mantra is additionally 

the suspicion that as the representative acquires genuine on-to-professional training, they will build execution 

and in doing so solidify choices dependent on the guidelines they learn. A vital portion of this idea is that the 

experience will likewise open representatives to genuine dangers. It will likewise make them mindful bogus 

alerts. What's more, more significantly it will try their proper learning encounters.  

Then again, learning by training driven training or hands on experience may likewise have its 

disadvantage; in particular, being presented to collaborators who may not go along completely with rules or who 

may act in another versatile manner as indicated by the circumstance who through gathering elements will give 

this sort of security conduct to the new comer to the gathering (Torosyan, Tcukanova, Smesova, Feiling, & 

Kalinina, 2020). Truth be told, this contention appears to be almost certain given the weight on collaboration 

and participation that is a basic piece of air terminal business.  

Notwithstanding experience, there are other potential explicit foundation qualities of representatives 

that may go about as mediators on the effect of training on security choices, especially race and age (Nikitinsky, 

2018). In the studies inspecting execution of x-beam screeners, discovered that age influenced precision with 

'elite in more established grown-ups and huge negative age relationships that can't be overwhelmed by more 

long periods of employment explicit experience' (Černe et al., 2018). On account of race (and furthermore 

sexual orientation), a comparable report to test starting screener training for security screeners demonstrated by 

implication that the race of the student affected execution. As indicated by, learning exercises will put abilities 

upgrade and advancement task as its center just as strengthening and vocation improvement. This is long lasting 

realizing which control the associations especially human asset division to make a continuous venture with 

sorted out individuals and assist them with building their abilities. As indicated by certain creators, when an 

association is going through change, the part of human resource’s job is to complete changes that are driven top 

down and started generally because of key business objectives which the association needs to accomplish. 

IV. SECURITY DILEMMA 
As a survey of the exact exploration has illustrated, most of studies exertion to find the effect of 

training on air terminal representative security execution is genuinely restricted with the emphasis on primarily 

one-word related gathering, specifically security screeners (González-Loureiro, Dabic, & Puig, 2014). This 

seriously limits any ends that can be had about the effect of training on how and by whom genuine security 

choices are made. We, notwithstanding, propose that security ought not be restricted to security screeners alone, 

but instead, incorporate every single air terminal representative, including land faculty, payload, cleaning groups 

and business regions laborers. As was called attention to, air terminal workers curve and disrupt the norms given 

certain circumstances notwithstanding the specialized yield of the screening innovation. This additionally relies 

upon the amount they trust innovation. To be sure, proof has demonstrated that the security choices to agree (or 

not) with the guidelines is legitimately influenced by various middle of the road factors that are ordinary inside 

the air terminals complex social authoritative structure, for example, the formal/casual informal organization 

wellsprings of security data, peer pressure and once in a while clashing business intrigues (Abdulkareem, 2007). 

This leads us to contend that security training might not directly affect the exhibition of security dynamic (rule 

consistence) however will be obliged or adjusted by various interceding segments of both the worker and the 

hierarchical climate wherein such security choices are made.  

Along these lines, our focal contention to be tried in this study is that security dynamic doesn't 

normally spill out of training, yet rather is altered by a social cycle that is intrinsic in the air terminal social and 

authoritative formal/casual climate. To more readily comprehend the setting of such security dynamic in high-

danger and high-unwavering quality associations, for example, air terminals, we took the position that by then 

again looking at two changed gatherings of workers, the individuals who have encountered a genuine security 

danger and the individuals who have not, we would have the option to not just measure the connection among 

training and rules consistence, yet in addition distinguish this relationship considering genuine past experience 

(Černe, Batistič, & Kenda, 2018). Such a methodology doesn't preclude presenting different arrangements of 

potential explanators that might be associated with the social cycle from training to dynamic. Nonetheless, this 
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system gave an occasion to assess the truth of air terminal security through the intermediary of genuine danger 

experience – with what workers face and are prepared to do based on security choices inserted in the 

commonplace security training system. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Based on the study, it is eminent that all respondents comprehended the idea of Human Resource 

Management. The majority of them had a moderately broad thought regarding their jobs and the whole cycle to 

deal with the asset viably. They uncovered that they needed conventional training and occasionally refresh their 

administrative information because of evolving approaches (Cohen, 2015). Unexpectedly, the primary 

administrative practices they had gone to was a couple of years prior. Notwithstanding seeing how the Human 

Resource might be accomplished if singular understandings are lined up with hierarchical desires. A 

comprehensive planned Human Resource Management strategy might be helpful if it is executed well by bosses 

as a kind of perspective. 
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